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At Jinpu airport, moussili paced back and forth at the exit of the airport, waiting for his
sister to appear.

As for sister's domestic trend, musili has been receiving it in real time, which can be
regarded as one of the conveniences of signing a contract with Shen Shimei.

[flight information: ke852, Airbus 330.]

looking at the text message, moussili inquired about the flight information and
confirmed that the flight was not delayed. The flight will land around 3 p.m. at the gate
where he is.

Mu Rushuang probably knows that this is the arrangement for her brother to save
herself, but she doesn't know about the next arrangement. When she is happy, because
she doesn't understand the next arrangement for her brother, mu Rushuang is a little
nervous.

Musi Li finally caught the shadow of her sister from the crowd. Beside her, two
Korean police officers were close to each other. Musi Li didn't dare to get too close to
her.

"Frost!" Mu Si Li shouts, and mu Rushun, who is 20 meters away from him, turns his
head and looks at him.

Mu Rushuang heard the cry, immediately looked around nervously, caught her
brother's shadow for less than a second, and the two police officers who were aware of
her movements immediately more vigilantly tied her tightly, saying what she did not
understand.

"Don't worry! We can meet legally tomorrow! " Musili yelled again.

"Well!" Mu Rushuang answered loudly in her heart and nodded to her brother.

"Pa" of a loud noise, Musi has not yet come to throw a smile to his sister, he was
ferocious kick on the ground.

Look up, it's Shen Shimo.
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"Bold, isn't it? Come to Korea without saying a word? Do you want to break the
contract? Well He stared at Mu Sili in a fierce tone.

Mu Sili covered his stomach and said in pain: "do I even have to report to you where I
go?"

"Bang!" Another blow fell on moussili's face.

Mu Sili ignores the pain on his face first, and finally looks at mu Rushun who is about
to walk out of the exit door. Mu Rushun's face is tense and worried, and the crowd
blocks his sight. Mu Rushun can't see who is next to his brother, only he is beaten.

"How dare you talk back?" Shen Shimo grabbed musli's collar.

"I'm sorry. I'm just so worried about my sister that I came here. I forgot to tell you. I'm
sorry." Moussili shows weakness. Now, he is just a silent dog.

"Well, that's about the same." Shen Shimo released his collar, and his face was still
angry.

"I..."

"You come back with me immediately. There are other people to follow you in
litigation. There are still many things you haven't done when you go back to China to
deal with affairs." Silent when finishing clothes, cold interrupt Musi from words.

“…… All right Mousse is reluctant, but only accepted.

The next day, mu Rushuang met the lawyer, but did not see his brother Mu Sili.

The lawyer told her that all the charges put forward by the police were pleaded guilty,
and that you ordered those two men to do the explosion.

Although the perpetrators are Korean, they are injured because of their own behavior,
so they will not sue you for negligence causing serious injury. Instead, they will sue
you for negligence causing injury. After the court pronounces the sentence, they
immediately take the opportunity to go to the United States.

Mu Rushuang wanted to see her brother, but the lawyer left with a scribble and had
nothing else to say.

After investigating Korean law, Shen Hedan's Royal lawyer finally understood what
kind of tricks musili was playing.



After the lawyer told Shen Hedan about the legal game, Shen combined his own
conjecture and almost solved the position of musi.

Kang's family, Shen Hedan seldom comes here. Kang Liqing, who opens the door for
Shen Hedan himself, has already become gentle. This is Shen Hedan's surprise.

"Come in and sit down. Mobei and nianxi will come down at once." Kang Liqing was
smiling kindly. The two people who had a delicate relationship in the past, I don't
know when, became easygoing.

"Well." Shen Hedan put away his surprise to Kang Liqing and sat on the sofa.

Bai nianxi and Kang Mobei go downstairs together. Shen Hedan tells us how to play
the legal game, and then slowly expresses his worries:

"it seems that musili is more than one action. Whether my guess will come true
depends on what happens next to musili and Shen Shimei."

"Shen Shimo helped Mu Sili fall a big stone in his heart. Mu Sili must return the
favor." Conmber agrees.

"Hum." Shen Hedan snorted and looked at kangmobei. As early as more than a year
ago, Shen Hedan asked kangmobei to take root and restart his career in the United
States. But more than a year later, he did nothing and his disappointment with
kangmobei continues to this day.

"In a word, your Kang family should be psychologically prepared. It's not good for
those who come." Shen He Dun said coldly.

Kangmobei didn't mind Shen Hedan's indifference, but said frankly: "musili dares to
do evil things to nianxi, I won't let him go."

"Ha ha, what ability do you have to fight back now?" Shen Hedan looked at Kang
Mobei coldly without concealing his sarcasm.

Kang Liqing is aware that Shen Hedan's words are full of contempt for Kang Mobei.
He wants to say something, but he doesn't say it at last. He gets up and leaves and lets
them talk by themselves."Do you really look down on me?" Kangmobei gave a bitter
smile and looked at Bai nianxi.

"Wait and see what happens." Bai nianxi shook Kang Mobei's hand a little hard, as a
way to pacify him.



A few days later, the company made headlines in the news.

[mu's group has a strong round of financing, with an amount of 2 billion yuan! ]

[the market value of mousse, which has obtained huge financing, has soared by 100%! ]

……

Shen Shimo won 50% of the shares of Mu family at the price of 2 billion yuan. Now,
Mu family is no longer the largest shareholder of Mu family, but Shen family.

Although the position of president is still in the hands of Mu Liancheng, the power to
dismiss and appoint this position has already fallen into the hands of the Shen family.

With the huge amount of financing and the performance of the stock market, the stock
of Mu family has doubled overnight, and Mu family has become the most valuable
group in a city. All the bad rumors about Mu family in the past have been covered up
by this aura.

But mu Liancheng is not happy, his son did not make any discussion with himself, so
he reached such an agreement with the Shen family.

However, today, if Mu Liancheng does not agree, not only mu Rushuang will be
escorted back to China, but also mu Rushuang, who plays the legal game, will face a
heavier sentence. In addition, how dare Mu family offend the US plutocrat Wei family?
In the end, he can only accept the humiliation treaty angrily.

It took a huge price to save my sister, and Musi Li was extremely painful because of
this price, but he did not turn back.

[next, Qianqiu group will lose 20% of its market value. ]

after receiving the guidance message from Shen Shimo, Musi has no choice but to
execute.
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